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Motivation

• In deep-learning, everything is represented by vectors. However, no
perfect vector representation for 1-to-N relations, e.g. is a

• Represent entity as regions, the is a relation is implicitly interpreted
as the inclusion relation between regions

Task & Criteria

• We extend vectors into N -balls (n-dimensional balls)

• Let inclusion relations among balls represent taxonomy

• The orientation of pre-trained vector shall be changed as less as pos-
sible

• N -ball A contains N -ball B, if and only if A is an upper class of B

• The loss function measuring the encoding of taxonomy in terms of
N -ball configurations shall reach zero.

Challenge: Back-Propagation Method[4] Can-
not Achieve Zero Energy Cost

https://github.com/GnodIsNait/bp94nball

N -ball: DFS + Geometric Construction

Three geometric transformations are used to implement part of the Re-
gion Calculus[1] in high dimensional space.

• Homothetic transformation which zooms the radius and the length of
the central point with the same ratio

• Shift transformation which only adds a vector to the central point

• Rotation transformation which rotates the orientation of the central
point

• The principle of the family action: If a geometric transformation is
applied for an N -ball, this transformation will be applied for all its
child N -balls

Figure 1: A sample taxonomy. Siblings are alphabetically ordered. The parent loca-
tion code of apple and google is [1, 4, 1]

Figure 2: (a)-(b) Sibling nodes shall disconnect from each other, (c) Naughty upper-
classes

Figure 3: Child node shall be contained by parent node

Naughty Upper-Class
• Upper class word may be naughty to escape from the word con-

text. In GloVe embedding, cos(ice cream, dessert) = −0.1998,
cos(tuberose, plant) = −0.2191, see Figure 2(c).

• Solution: add dimensions. The central-point is oriented by concate-
nating word-embedding, parent location code, and spatial extension
code.

54,310 N -ball embeddings by imposing taxon-
omy trees, extracted from Word-Net 3.0, onto
GloVe embeddings[3] at zero energy cost
https://github.com/GnodIsNait/nball4tree

Observing Nearest Neighbors

word-sense 1 word-sense 2 word
beijing.n.01 london.n.01, atlanta.n.01, china, taiwan, seoul, taipei,

washington.n.01, paris.n.0, chinese, shanghai, korea,
potomac.n.02, boston.n.01 mainland, hong, wen, kong

berlin.n.01 madrid.n.01, toronto.n.01, vienna, warsaw, munich,
rome.n.01, columbia.n.03, prague, germany, moscow,
sydney.n.01, dallas.n.01 hamburg, bonn, copenhagen,

berlin.n.02 simon.n.02, williams.n.01, cologne, dresden, leipzig,
foster.n.01, dylan.n.01, budapest, stockholm, paris,
mccartney.n.01, lennon.n.01 frankfurt, amsterdam, german

tiger.n.01 survivor.n.02, neighbor.n.01, tigers, woods, warrior, ltte,
immune.n.01, linguist.n.02, wild, elephant, crocodile,
bilingual.n.01, warrior.n.01 leopard, eelam, warriors

france.n.02 white.n.07, woollcott.n.01, french, belgium, paris, spain,
uhland.n.01, london.n.02, netherlands, italy, germany,
journalist.n.01, poet.n.01 european, switzerland, europe

Table 1: Nearest neighbours of N -balls and GloVe embeddings. Red color indicates
an incorrect neighborhood

Observing Upper Categories

word sense 1 word sense 2
beijing.n.01 city.n.01+1, municipality.n.01+2, region.n.03+3,

location.n.01+4, object.n.01+5, entity.n.01+6
berlin.n.02 songwriter.n.01+1, composer.n.01+2, musician.n.02+3,

artist.n.01+4, creator.n.02+5
tiger.n.01 person.n.01+1, organism.n.01+2, whole.n.02+3,

object.n.01+4, entity.n.01+5
france.n.02 writer.n.01+1, communicator.n.01+2, person.n.01+3 . . .
cat.n.01 wildcat.n.03+1, lynx.n.02+2, cougar.n.01+3, bobcat.n.01+4,

caracal.n.01+5, ocelot.n.01+6, feline.n.01+7,jaguarundi.n.01+8
y.n.02 letter.n.02+1 character.n.08+2, symbol.n.01+3, signal.n.01+4,

communication.n.02+5

Table 2: +k represents the kth minimal positive value of Dinside.

Membership Validation
Given pre-trained word embeddings EN with vocabulary size N , and a
tree structure of hyponym relations TK on vocabulary WK , (K < N).
Given wx /∈ WK and c ∈ WK , we need to decide whether wx ∈ c.

Dataset From 54,310 word senses, we randomly selected 1,000 word
senses of nouns and verbs as target categories, with the condition that
each of them has at least 10 direct hyponyms; For each target category,
we randomly select p% (p ∈ [5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90]) from its
direct hyponyms as training data. The test data sets are generated from
three sources:

• the rest 1− p% from the direct hyponyms as true values.

• the rest 1−p% from the direct hyponyms as true values, (2) randomly
choose 1,000 false values from WK .

• 1,000 words from WN which do not exist in WK . In total, we cre-
ated 118,938 hyponymy relations in the training set, and 17,975,042
hyponymy relations in the testing set.

Method We apply the Triple Classification method by constructing
nested regions of fine-grained entity typing [5].

Evaluation and Analysis The experiment result can be downloaded
at https://figshare.com/articles/membership_
validation_results/7571297.

Figure 4: Precision, recall, F1 score of hypernym prediction, when
5%, 10%, 20%, . . . , 90% of the members are used for training

Figure 5: Mode, mean, and population standard deviation of the recall, when
5%, 10%, 20%, . . . , 90% of the members are used for training

Outlooks
Symbolic structures can be precisely imposed onto neural-network sys-
tems, resulting in N -ball embeddings, which will simulate the two-
system model of the mind [2, 6].

Figure 6: A new architecture strictly imposing symbolic structures into DLs
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